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    -Berserker                                     Jeremi 
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    -Viguro lvl. 2---> SUB BOSS                    Rogue Tower             
    -Rogue                                         Rogue Tower 
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III.Secrets 

IV.OBG (Optional Boss Guides) 

V.CREDITS 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I'm From the Phillippines and I love playing role playing games (RPG). I  
started playing RPG's since I'm 14 years old oh! I'm 16 years old now. I  
started playing the FINAL FANTASY series and The ZELDA games. Well, i  
enjoyed playing these kind of RPG's until my friend introduced me to  
some very awesome RPG's like Xeno Gears,Legend of Dragoon,Wild  



Arms,Chrono Cross and finally I played this really awesome RPG- The  
LEGEND OF LEGAIA ^_^. 

In this game, you will control 3 different characters namely VAHN,NOA  
and GALA. Each of this characters possess different kinds of ARTS and  
ELEMENTS. for example, vahn-his element is FIRE ;noa-her element is WIND  
and gala-his element is LIGHTNING. With the help of their RA-SERU  
friends-META(fire seru),TERRA(wind seru) and OZMA(lightning seu).with  
each ra-seru joined with vahn,noa and gala, they have the power to save  
the world of LEGAIA. 

The game has a unique battle system and its very cool ^_^. Beautiful 3D  
rendered backgrounds and some cool musics to listen to.if u want a  
perfect gaming experience, you might wanna use the analog controller for  
more intense game play ^_^. 

I thought this game is easy but think again every enemies you encounter  
is very difficult to beat and you must level up, upgrade your weapons  
and armor and buy some accessories for you to survive in this game so  
better prepare yourself i finished the game in two weeks straight  
heeheheheheheheh i played it three times a day so that's it :). 

Well gamers, you must be patient in playing RPG games like Legend of  
Legaia and a lot of junk foods too heheheheheeheeh :). It's hard to  
level up but its worth it to fight this incredibly strong bossess  
mentioning their HP's duh!. I finished the game with Vahn-level 45, Noa- 
level 43 and Gala-level 44 plus I leveled up all the SERU monsters :(  
and the RA-SERU too :( its hard leveling them up but its ok if u dont  
level them up its ur own choice :). 

Well this is my first time to write a strategy guide :) i wrote down  
every tactic every time im playing so my tactics will work perfectly for  
you :). ENJOY READING AND USING MY GUIDE!!!!!!. 

If u have questions please e-mail me at bloodsucker123@yahoo.com I'll be  
happy to answer any questions you want to ask :). This is only a boss  
strategy guide not a walkthrough. If you want some walkthroughs, go to  
http//:www.gamefaqs.com i assure you that they all have the best guides,  
cheats and very detailed walkthroughs for you to use :). 

E-MAIL-----> bloodsucker123@yahoo.com (for your questions to ask) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

II.BOSS GUIDES (a very easy guide on how to beat bossess) 

>>>>>>>>>>>SOME TIPS BEFORE ENTERING IN BOSS BATTLES<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

=Note that i estimated the HP's of each bossess for you to know on how  
to beat them :). 

=Get the POINT CARD in the drawer in rim elm after you've free rim elm  
in the mist coz you'll be needing it :). 

=Leveling up befor fighting this bossess is a good idea you'll find out  
why you must level up :). 

=Upgrade any weapons and armors to make every battle easy and buy some  
accessories for your characters in order to prevent some status effects,  
strengthen your characters etc. 



=Buy lot of Healing items as possible coz you'll be needing it. 

=Raise your seru monster's LEVEL to obtain some abilities um i mean like  
effects on casting your serus for example, GIMARD-level 9(ATTACK- 
20%)stuffs like that :). 

=Use spirit very often to lessen some combo attacks and to build your  
ARTS heheheeheh :). 

=Reserve your MP's for HEALING if possible but you may use it as you  
wish :). 

=Put some accessories in your characters to strengthen them and put some  
HP,MP, and power up accessories if possible :). 

=========================BOSS ALERT=============================  

CARUBAN: 1,000 HP 
Location: Mount Rikuroa 

The first boss that you'll encounter and its hard if u dont level up a  
bit i recommend that you should level up to 5 if u can but level 4 is ok  
:).First use spirit on all to block some of carubans attacks.Use vahn's  
HYPER ART TORNADO FLAME,noa should attack with her ordinary arts and  
gala should alternate in HEALING and attacking.gala should heal you  
using VERA seru or healing items to keep u in a good shape :).Oh and  
watch out for caruban's FIRE BREATH that does a whooping 500 plus damage  
just attack attack and heal in that way you'll win :). 

VIGURO (2x): 1,500 HP each 
Location: East Voz Forest 

Ok this is tough :( coz you'll battle two of this lightning serus and  
their attack does a whooping 3-400 plus damage to you and you better  
watch out with their lightning attack that can cause 1000 plus damage to  
you so you better watch out.first all should use spirit and then use  
vahn or noa to cast the THEEDER seru on the two coz they r close to each  
other and theeder can damage them in one blast heheheehehheh.you should  
also use HYPER ATTACKS on them and concentrate on one after the  
other.Remember that gala should be the healer or alternate caster or  
attacker and you should do fine :). 

Songi (first encounter): 3,000 HP 
Location: Zeto's Dungeon 

Oh-ohh the friend of gala has turned evil and he is wearing a seru  
too.this fight is tough coz gala is only one that can fight him a fair  
fight indeed.better stuck on healing items coz this is hard.don't bother  
casting some serus coz it will only hurt him 2-350 damage so stick on ur  
ARTS :).first you should spirit up then do your HYPER ARTS THUNDER PUNCH  
on him and if your level is high it will inflict a whooping 3-400 damage  
on songi heheheheeheheh YOUCHHH!!!.heal if u recieved a lot of  
damage.use healing items or the VERA seru and i recommend using the  
POINT CARD for an easy battle :). 

Zeto: 4,000 HP 



location: Zeto's dungeon 

Heal gala's HP and MP and your party as well coz this is vwery a hard  
battle.WoW! a big CCRRAABBB!! heheheh yyuuuppp! well zeto will turn into  
a crab but a very deadly crab indeed so be careful.by now, you should  
have an upgraded armor and weapon to make this battle an easy one :) i  
recommend buying 3 of the DEEP SEA AMULET to lessen zeto's water  
attack.now for the strategy: spirit up and let zeto taste the HYPER ARTS  
all of u should attack on the first round and gala should heal you if  
necessary.just attack until zeto calls the CALL WAVE if he does spirit  
up all your characters and the deep sea amulet comes here in handy :) it  
will lessen the damage to 2-300 plus only and using the POINT CARD is a  
MUST! and you'll win :). 

Berserker: 6,000 HP 
Location: Jeremi 

See the genesis tree? yup! it's the boss!. well i figured out a way on  
how to beat this ugly boss heheheheheeh. fisrt let attck with his HYPER  
ARTS, noa cast GIZAM(yeah an additional damage to him heheheeh) and gala  
HEAL with level 3 or 4 ORB heheheheheh and you should be fit :) plus a  
touch of the POINT CARD and voila!!!! OOOOHHH YYYEEAAHHH his  
DDDDOOOOOWWWNNNN!!!!! :) 

Xain: 9,500 HP 
Location: Lower Octam 

It took me 3 tries to beat this crap coz i did'nt watch out for his  
TERIO PUNCH which damaged me a whooping 1000 plus damage and it really  
hurts :( but dont worry i've come out on a tactic that can beat this  
boss :).firts spirit up then attack with a combination of NEW and HYPER  
ATTACKS.watch out for his BLOODY HORNS coz it will cause a 6-700 damage  
on a single character now if xain CHARGES it is called BULL CHARGE thats  
when you must spirit your characters coz TERIO PUNCH will come and it  
does a whoopin 1-2,000 plus damage and could kill 2 of your characters  
so if u spirited up, you should lessen the damage to 5-700 damage,heal  
immediately coz after that he'll use BLODDY HORNS again so heal and keep  
on dishing HYPER and NEW ARTS on him and if u want cast some high  
leveled serus and the POINT CARD of course:).note that you must spirit  
up before xain CHARGES and you'll win :). 

Songi (second encounter): 11,000 HP 
Location: Mount Letona 

Songi's back and tougher than your first encounter.now your level should  
be atleast 20 above and upgraded your armors.you'll fight him with your  
party now :) 3 versus 1? easy? think again! he's not!.now use your HYPER  
ARTS with a combination of NEW ARTS to hurt him oh and equip all  
characters with defender chain to lessen his combo :).now that you have  
the ORB seru, this is an easy fight. your ORB must be at least level 3  
or 4 and gala should cast it after 3 rounds to be sure :) and POINT CARD  
to the rescue!! hehehehehehh taht's right :) so use it and he will be  
defeated heheheheheheh :). 

Saryu: 15,000 HP 
Location: Ratayu 



Yup! another hard boss to beat. your levels should reach atleast 25 now  
or above for an easy fight also level up your ORB seru to 5-6 to make  
the fight easy :). HYPER ARTS plus NEW ARTS in the first round and then  
by now you should have the KEMARO seru cast it coz it does a whoopin  
2,000 plus to him heheheheeheheehh and gala should heal your party if  
necessary just dish out HYPER ATTACKS and NEW ARTS followed by casting  
KEMARO 4 times and he should be down heheheheheh yup! easy right? :). 

Dohati: 18,000 HP 
Location: Dohati's Castle (yup! his own castle) 

Dohati is very tough to beat coz he uses an attack called CHAOS BREATH  
that can inflict a whooping 1,000 plus damage and a TOXIC status taht's  
a big problem. buy many medicines and als o level up ur ORBS to 6 and  
your ORBS should have the ability to cure venom/toxic :).use spirit a  
lot and dish out your attacks and try casting KEMARO 3-5 times and if  
you are toxicated ORB will come in handy :) remember, gala should be the  
HEALER and keep the two attacking and casting and here comes a POINT  
CARD to finish it :). 

Gaza (human version): 20,000 HP 
Location: Sol (roof top) 

This is one hell of a boss! why? coz he uses a sword and he's a  
swordsman!! that's why he is very tough to beat.i beat him 4 tries coz  
he uses the sword and has an attack that is called ASTRAL SWORD STRIKE  
and this is the deadliest of his attack and by the way his attack can do  
a whoopin 1,500 plus damage if u did'nt spirited up that's why you shoul  
spirit up every round. now SUPER ARTS for noa will come in handy! as  
well as KEMARO with a level of 4 or 5 cast it 4 times plus you must dish  
out HYPER and SUPER ARTS on him but dont use the POINT CARD just yet!  
why? here's why! 

Gaza (seru version): 20,500 HP 
Location: Sol Basement 

Yup! here's why! you'll fight him fro the second time, now he is wearing  
a seru and he is more deadlier now so you must be careful even his  
ASTRAL STRIKE became stronger! why? coz it does a whoopin 2,000 plus  
damage on you!!!! YYOOUUUCCCHHHH!!!.use the same tactics as you did in  
the first but you MUST heal ocassionaly coz his combos will inflict  
around 7-800 hits now!!! and it hurts very much!!! cast 5 KEMARO's for  
an easy battle, dish SOME NEW and HYPER ARTS plus use your SUPER ARTS  
that is accesible for u to use and lastly YUP! u got that right! the  
POINT CARD!!! heheheehh and he's finished :).heal with level 5-6 ORBS  
and you should do very well heheheheeh TRUST ME! 

------------------THE DELILAS FAMILY STRATEGY-------------------------- 

***note that you must have this accessories*** 
-2 defender chains 
-2 power rings 
-2 speed rings  
-1 warrior icon 

Now that you have this equipments,you should be fine :). equip gala with  
the defender chain, a power ring and the warrior icon. vahn with the  



defender chain and a speed ring and lastly equip noa with power ring and  
the speed ring! why? coz eventhough noa exeeds the speed of your party  
there is a possibility that Lu can exceed noa's speed too that's why you  
must equip noa the speed ring to make sure that she's the fastet :).  
Don't forget to stock up on healing items like healing berries :). 

-each DELILAS FAMILY has a pattern and if you mastered their pattern,  
this fights will be easy i assure you :). The patterns are ATTACK-- 
>ATTACK-->SUPER ATTACK that's the pattern. 

-Your levels now should be at least 25 and above but don't worry if your  
levels are below that but at least have the accessories I've mentioned  
for a sure win TRUST ME!. 

-I have some patterns for you to use in defeating the delilas family so  
use it if you want and try these: 

PATTERN 1= ATTACK-->ATTACK-->SPIRIT 
PATTERN 2= SPIRIT-->ATTACK-->SPIRIT 
PATTERN 3= ATTACK-->HEAL-->SPIRIT ========RECOMMENDED 

*(I recommend using the PATTERN 3 coz its 99% effective while the other  
patterns usually has a 50-50 chance of wining but yet these patterns are  
all effective :)).   

Che Delilas: 14,500 HP 
Location: Nivora Ravine 

Gala will fight this very powerful boss but if you have the equipments  
right you should do fine :).first i used my own tactic- ATTACK->HEAL- 
>SPIRIT that's my tactic and it works very well :). use your HYPER ARTS  
and heal with the use of healing berrries(the one's that heals your  
health with 800 HP). Equiping the warrior icon on gala will definitely  
useful coz there is a 50-50 chance to counterattack but still its very  
useful and equiping the defender chain will lessen che delilias'  
combos.just remember to spirit up in the third round coz an attack  
called MEGATON PROSS is coming your way and it does a whoooopppiinnnggg  
2,500 damage and it has a possibility of killing you instantly so using  
spirit is a must and you should be fine :). 

Lu Delilas: 13,000 HP 
Location: Nivora Ravine 

Noa will fight this fast boss and guess what? this boss is a GIRL!  
heheheheh so this is a fair fight :).Remamber what i told you? equip the  
SPEED RING and POWER RING for noa coz she needs some strength and  
additional speed to win this battle :). Just follow the pattern in  
fighting Che and you'll win :). 

Gi Delilas: 14,000 HP  
Location: Nivora Ravine 

WWHHHEEWWW!! at last!! last of the DELILAS FAMILY to beat and vahn will  
be the one to kick his butt^_^. Now this is a COOOL boss!! YUP! coz his  
SUPER ATTACK is very unique but watch out vahn and gi has the same  
element which is FIRE but he can dish out a decent damage on you about  
6-700 plus damage with his SUPER ATTACK but don't worry about his combos  
coz you have the DEFENDER CHAIN to lessen his combo. Just follow all the  



patterns you used in che and Lu and you will win :). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

koru: 100 HP(15,000 to be exact) 
Location: Nivora Ravine 

So this seru is still alive?? yup!! and the delilas family merged  
themselves with koru now you MUST defeat him within 4 TURNS! I repeat 4  
TURNS!! that's one hell of a task! at first i did'nt know that you must  
beat him in 4 turns tha's why I'm dead in the fourth turn coz he  
exploded :( but know i know so im sharing it to you :). Casting KEMARO  
here is a MUST coz KEMARO inflicts a whooping 3,000 plus damage to koru  
heheheheheh :) don't bother healing coz koru's attack will only damage  
you to 4-600 damage but if you reached 500 HP below thats when ORB or  
SPOON becomes handy :) just let your 3 characters cast KEMARO lvl. 3-5  
and HEAL if needed and that's gala's task :) and you should be ok :). If  
you've got a 9-10,000 points in your point card, use it to immediately  
finish the battle in only 3 rounds :) trust me i used this tactic  
followed by a KEMARO that is cast twice and he's DOWN heheheheheheeh  
:).here's my tactic: in the first turn, i used all 3 of my characters to  
cast KEMARO, in the second turn, vahn and noa casted KEMARO and i let  
gala heal our party :) and in the third round, i used the POINT CARD and  
voila!!! i only used three rounds :). 

Zora: 45,000 HP 
Location: Zora's Floating Castle (her own castle) 

**I bet you've stock up on some medicines and Healing berries plus 3-4  
magic leafs coz you'll need it** 

You need some accessories here for safety: 
-WONDER AMULET (for gala) 
-DEFENDER CHAINS (3 in all for your characters) 
-EBONY JEWEL (3 for your attacking characters) 

This Boss is hard :( why? coz her DARK THYPOON ATTACK does a whooping 1- 
2,000 plus damage and she has a status attack which is GLARE that can  
turn oune of your characters into stone :( but if you have medicines, it  
will make the fight easy. Remember to equip gala with the WONDER  
AMULET(prevents all status effects) coz he is your HEALER and you dont  
want him to turn into stone or else the fight will be hard. attack zora  
with your best HYPER and SUPER ARTS plus a casting of KEMARO or ALURU  
and you should be fine. If one of your characters(not gala coz he is now  
safe in this status) has been turned into stone, immediately let gala  
use medicine on your stoned characters to get fit :). Now watch out for  
the DAK THYPOON ATTACK!! coz it really hurts but if you equiped vahn,  
noa and gala with the EBONY JEWEL, it will lessen the damage :) oh and  
watch out for zora's combos it deals 7-800 plus damage but with DEFENDER  
CHAINS equipped, well you'll know :). POINT CARD is a MUST to add  
additional damage on her :). Use your powerful ARTS here to dish out  
damage on her and this will finish her :). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Caruban level 2: 5,000 HP-----SUB BOSSS 
Location: Rogue Tower 

Well, this is now an easy battle cosidering the level of your characters  
now :). Just attck him with your HYPER or SUPER ARTS and this sub boss  



will fall down easily :). 

Viguro level 2: 6,000 HP-----SUB BOSS 
Location: Rogue Tower 

Use the same tactic in beating caruban but viguro's THUNDER attack will  
inflict 6-700 damage so HEAL if necessary :). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Rogue: 50,000 HP (pretty high HP eh!)  
Location: Rogue Tower 

Well, I guess the teleportation maze made your mind crazy  
heheehehheeheh. This boss is tricky too coz he changes it's color to a  
corresponding element which is connected to your characters. I listed  
the corresponding colors, elements and your charaters that is connected.  
SEE BELOW!

COLOR:                   ELEMENT:                CHARACTERS:      
-Red                      fire                      Vahn  
-Green                    wind                      Noa 
-Blue                     lightning                 Gala 

Everytime you attack you must note that rogue will change its's color  
like RED, GREEN or BLUE so just attack him but be ready for him coz  
he'll counter attack like FIRE if he's color changed to red, WIND if he  
changes to GREEN and a LIGHTNING attack if he change it's color to BLUE  
all of his elemental attack is very strong and it deals 2,500 plus  
damage to the character with the corresponding elemnt so HEAL with SPOON  
or ORB after rogue does this elemental attacks. Attakc him with your  
strongest HYPER AND SUPER ARTS but by now you have the almighty MIRACLE  
ARTS!!! :) so use it :) casting KEMARO will make an easy fight plus  
adding a POINT CARD and presto! you'll win :). 

Jette: 50,500 HP 
Location: Absolute fortress 

-put some LIFE ARMBANDS in your characters to make their HP's high  
enough to reach 3,000 plus and also some DEFENDER CHAINS. 

WWOOOWWW!! another tough boss indeed coz his HP is very high like rogue  
and guess what? he's the faithful assistant of CORT and like his master,  
he is powerful too so better watch out. By now, you levels are above 30  
to make an easy battle coz his SHADOW BREAK attack can disk an enormous  
damage of 2-3,000 so equiping LIFE ARMBANDS to make your characters HP's  
to 3,000 plus to survive the SHADOW BREAK plus his combos deals a  
whooping 1,000 plus damage if its connected successfully but there's no  
problem coz you have the DEFENDER CHAIN to lessen the combos he dish :).  
Watch out! coz he calls his CLONE and it will confuse you from the real  
jette with the fake so don't bother attacking his clone coz it will only  
attack you with combos which only deals only 10 damage to you so don't  
bother attacking it insted attack the real jette. Again casting KEMARO  
will help you in this battle so cast it and HEAL after jette use the  
SHADOW BREAK again to stay fit. Attack him with your SUPER or MIRACLE  
ARTS to put him down but don't use the POINT CARD yet. just dish out  
ARTS and with a mix of casting KEMARO and you'll win and don't forget to  
use SPOON or ORB to heal you :). 



Cort: 60,000 HP 
Location: Absolute Tower 

-Now use you MUST equip the LOST GRAIL and i recommend equiping it on  
gala coz he is your designated healer :).k 

Is this the LAST BATTLE? NOPE! why? coz you'l soon find out. Well, at  
first i was happy coz I know that he is the last boss but i was shocked  
coz he is not the real boss after all! who?? you'll find out. Noa's  
brother so expect that he's very strong than noa and all of your party.  
First if you fight him, he'll cast his MYSTIC SHIELD that sheilds him in  
regular attack so don't use regular attack instead use your MIRACLE ARTS  
to dish damage to him and to the shield. Watch out of cort's GUILTY  
CROSS coz it'll hurt you into a whoopin 1,000 plus but this should not  
bo a problem coz you have HEALING ITEMS and SERUS :). 

But watch out EVEN you break cort's SHEILD and can dish out damage,  
there is a possibility that cort CAN and WILL cast JUGGERNAUT and will  
hurt you a lot like just only 2,500 plus!!!! yeah you heard me!! so you  
must heal the character that has been inflicted with a whoopin damage  
and the fight will be alright :). 

Well, my strategy is like this: first all of them SPIRIT(of course) and  
then let vahn and noa attack while gala is standing by as a HEALER. Now  
after attacking, vahn should cast KEMARO 3 times, noa 2 times and gala  
heal. and attack again--MIRACLE ARTS and HYPER coz remember, you can't  
damage him with regular arts :(. but this is a very simple strategy :)  
and it works a lot!! :). 

CONGRATULATIONS! with cort beaten, you have saved the world of legaia!!!  
but is it over?? I DON'T THINK SOOO!!!! hehehhehheehheh. 

Songi: 60,500 HP (a lot bigger HP than cort heheheheh) 
Location: Naoaru Valley 

-Your level must be 35 and above now :) to hit him a miracle arts that  
cause a whoopin 4-5,000 plus :).  

YUP!! this is it! the last battle with SONGI :). His attacks are more  
deadlier now like the CHAOS FLARE and the deadly GENOCIDAL CANNON!!!  
which does a world of hurt to your characters!! YYYOOUUUCCCHHH but hey  
this is your last battle with songi and give it all oyu got heheheheh  
like kickin' his butt that he'll kiss the moons heheheheheeheh. In this  
battle, you must give all what you got on him! use your mighty SUPER  
ARTS and of course your MIRACLE ARTS heheheehehe. I estimated the hits  
of your miracle arts and i've come to estimate the hits about 4-5,000  
plus and that can give him a headache hehehehehehe :). Give all what  
you've got on him SUPER ARTS, MIRACLE ARTS, and level 6-8 casting of  
your powerful SERU MONSTERS(kemaro, aluru, nova, swordie,) don't hold  
anything back though HEALING here is your top priority and gala will  
take care of you :). have gala heal if songi uses the genocidal cannon  
coz it'll cause you a 2-3000 plus damage so heal immediately and you  
will be fine :) just attack-attack-cast-cast-heal-heal and that's it :)  
he'll be down hehehehh. 

DON'T use now your POINT CARD coz you'll need it badly to beat the last  
i repeat LAST boss in the game now :).YYEESSSS!!! THE LAST BOSSS!!!  
nyeheehehehehehehe :). 



JUGGERNAUT (with cort combined): 70,000 HP 
Location: Rim Elm---Bio Castle 

-Befor going in the bio caslte, you must get your final ra-seru powers  
from the genesis treess that you've revived cause you need them badly  
now that you're facing the deadliest and the LAST boss of legaia :). SEE  
THE SECRETS LIST BELOW THE GUIDE :). 

-Level up your characters at least 45 for vahn, 44 for noa and 43 for  
gala just to make sure. If you want to gain an instant leve, get the  
CRIMSON BOOK inside the bio castle coz it doubles your EXPERIENCES in an  
instant. Use it outside bio castle wher you fight GIMARDS, THEEDERS and  
VERAS which also hard to beat because of their levels now but its worth  
fighting them :). 

-I recommend that go in the bio castle first and get the RA-SERU ARMORS  
and WEAPONS and the items inside as well. 

-Buy HEALING ITEMS and MP RESTORING ITEMS as much as you can coz you'll  
badly use it in the FINAL ARMAGEDDON mwaheheheheehhahahahah :). 

-Level up your HEALING SERUS(ORB and VERA) at least level 8 and level up  
also your best ATTACKING SERUS(kemaro, aluru, nova, and swordie) to make  
an easy battle :) TRUST ME!!. 

-Fill up your POINT CARD now coz you'll be needing it :).Fill it up upto  
20,000 points that should be enough :). 

-Equip the LIGHT TALISMAN and DARK TALISMAN to one of your  
characters(see SECRETS below). 

-LOST GRAILS on each of your characters to make sure for their safety in  
the battle. 

                         LET'S GET IT ON!!!!!!! 

So this is it! THEN FINAL ARMAGEDDON hehehehhheheh remember no holding  
back of MP and HEALING ITEMS here coz you'll end up using them badly.  
With your characters properly equiped, leveled up and powered up, you  
are ready to take on JUGGERNAUT. Now lets begin. SPIRIT all you  
characters, let vahn and noa use MIRACLE ARTS, gala cast OZMA RA-SERU  
and then alternate now your characters attacking into CASTING their RA- 
SERUS, let vahn use META and noa use TERRA and gala heal with SPOON or  
ORB but watch out if juggernaut CHARGES be sure to heal to the fullest  
and spirited coz the FINAL CRISIS will come your way that inflicts 3- 
4000 plus damage so after he uses it HEAL immediately and you should be  
fine.

Cast now your RA-SERUS to inflict a lot of damage to juggernaut. Use  
your MP RESTORING items if you run out of MP. Heal with HEALING ITEMS  
that can heal your entire parties.  

Now, USE your POINT CARD to inflict a whooping 9,999 damage to  
juggernaut every cast heheheheheheheh that can hurt him a lot. just  
repeat doin this tactics and juggernaut will fall in no time :). 

If you have a hard time HEALING, don't worry coz if you equipped the  
LIGHT TALISMAN which you'll be needing inorder too to survive in this  



battle.(SEE SECRETS). 

CONGRATULATIONS!!!! after your hard battle with juggernaut VICTORY is  
yours heheheheheeheehhehe a very hard battle indeed coz you'll end up  
using all that you've bought, the healing items all of it consumed am i  
right? heheheheheh. Well, after you've beaten juggernaut you'll be given  
3 choices. YUP! 3 choices and it depends on the ending :) so just pick  
one :) it does'nt matter :). Now sit back and enjoy the cool sounds and  
the ending(the one that you chose :)). 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++T H E  E N D+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Congratulations on finishing this cool game :). I know your stressed but  
its worth playing it right?. 

Well, I hope that someday square soft will make a sequel on this  
game!!!heheheehehehe I can't hardly wait!!!! :) i can already imagine it  
nowwwww ^_^ the LEGEND OF LEGAIA 2. I thought of a sequel title like  
this: LEGEND OF LEGAIA: The reawakening!!! heeheh sounds cool? i don't  
know with you guys but you know my imagination is broad heheheheeehe  
well its just my own title  :). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

III. SECRETS 

All games has its own secrets so let me share some secrets that i've  
discovered will playing LEGEND OF LEGAIA :) 

FREE HEALING LEAVES -After the mist arrives in you hometown(rim elm), 
                     and before getting your first ra-seru(meta),run in 
                     the weapons shop and talk to the lady, now she'll  
                     give you some free healing leaves hehehehe :). 

POINT CARD -If you explored all your town and you've discovered a 
            locked draweron the second floor, Finish the mist in your  
            hometown and after the mist has been driven of, go out in 
            and leave and then return here again, now the locked drawer 
            will now be opened and you'll get the point card now to aid  
            you :). 

PLATINUM CARD -After you've freed the mist in drake castle, return in  
               cage where the king has been locked up, search the walls 
               and eventually you'll get the platinum card :). The card 
               allows you to buy rare items in some shops in the game. 

MEI'S PENDANT -after the mist arrives in your town, quickly go to mei's 
               house and choose to take her with you in your house, now 
               she'll give you her pendant. The pendant will boost your  
               HP when equipped to one of your characters :) so equip  
               it coz you'll be needing it in the game :). 

LEARNING ALL THE NEW ARTS FOR NOA -In Mount Rkuroa, terra is with you 
                                   and to aid you. when she tells you 
                                   to fight the piuras, do so and now  
                                   just fight and discover all your 
                                   new arts here :). if you're hurt 
                                   in fighting the piuras, just go to 
                                   terra and let her heal you and fight  



                                   the piuras agin and by the time that 
                                   you've discovered all your new arts, 
                                   just quit fighting now coz heheheehh 
                                   you've learned all your new arts now 
                                   heheh a very easy and fast way to  
                                   learn new arts for noa :). 

HONEY BOOSTER -If your levels now are high like 14-15 go back to rim 
               elm. now check the tree near to a windmill to fight the  
               bees. The bees are hard but considering your levels, you 
               should defaet them easily :). After defeating them, 
               you'll get the honey. This item is a booster coz it'll  
               boost all stats of a character. 

GETTING FREE ITEMS IN DRAKE CASTLE -After you freed drake castle from 
                                    the mist, noa will get too excited 
                                    that she'll run off in one of the 
                                    shops. Follow her in the weapons  
                                    shop, when she asks you what is  
                                    money, answer that you don't know 
                                    now you'll get a FIGHTING ROBE. Now 
                                    follow her again in the items shop, 
                                    she'll ask questions again. answer 
                                    2-3 questions correctly and you'll 
                                    get 5-10 healing leave, answer all 
                                    the questions correctly and you'll 
                                    get a MAGIC LEAF :). 

THE TRUE POWER OF YOUR RA-SERUS -after beating songi in the naoaru  
                                 valley, dont go just yet in the bio 
                                 castle, instead visit the genesis  
                                 trees in Mount Rikuroa, East Voz  
                                 forest and the genesis tree in Sol. 
                                 now you'll recieve the final forms and 
                                 the true power of you ra-serus :). 

THE FORBIDDEN RA-SERU -After defeating the last songi, head back to  
                       West Voz forest. you'll see a treasure chest in  
                       the base of the dead genesis tree and get the  
                       item inside, go to jeremi and let zalan turn the  
                       item into a DARK TALISMAN now you'll be able to  
                       use the JEDO RA-SERU SPELL(the coolest one :)).  
                       jedo is the one that can annihalate most all of 
                       your enemies in just one swing of his mighty 
                       DEATH SCYTHE hehehehheeheeh :) 

THE RA-SERU HEALER - after driving the mist of in buma, take the music  
                     sheet that clara has given you. now go back in sol 
                     jazz club give that music sheet to the pianist and  
                     she'll play it. now grantes will hear the music  
                     he'll go back to buma now follow him after the  
                     heart whelming scene clara will now give you the 
                     ra-seru egg take it to zalan and let him turn it  
                     into a LIGHT TALISMAN. now you can use the mother 
                     healer HORN. she can heal your party with full HP  
                     even reviving your dead character with his/her HP 
                     in full :).  

THE LEGENDARY FISHING ROD -After you revived the genesis tree in buma, 
                           go back in Dr. ushas lab now you noticed a  
                           with a teady bear on it in your fisrt visit  



                           but now you'll see a tool box get it and  
                           you'll get the legendary fishing rod :). 
                           fish all you want in fishong spots and it'll 
                           double the points you get and if your full  
                           luck, you'll even get the highest point in  
                           no time :) hehehheeeehhheh. 

well, this is all the secrets i can share you so if you've discovered  
some secrets too, just tell me and ill ba glad to put your name in this  
GUIDE promise!!!! :) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

IV. OBG (Optional Boss Guides) 

HHHOOOOOOLLYYY smokesss!!! i thought i've beaten all the boss in the  
game but hheeyyyy these are only optional boss in this game but they are  
just hard as the bossess you've fought in the game so I decided to give  
you some tips and informations about these optional bossess :). Well  
there are just two optional bossess in the game so here they are :). 

BOSS NAME:            LOCATIONS:                                   

Tetsu                 Rim Elm (before it will change to bio castle) 
Lapis                 Mount Dhini (after the soren events) 

Tetsu: 10,000 HP  
Location: Rim elm 

EQUIPMENTS BEFORE ENTERING THE BATTLE: 
-War soul 
-Defender chain  
-mettle gem or the life grail (your choice of the two) 

Well eventhough you are strong now, you must note that you must fight  
him alone now that's hard but with proper equipment, you'll stay just  
fine :). Just attack him with SUPER ARTS and HYPER ARTS but watch out  
for his combo, it can deal 1-2,000 plus apiece so i reccomend equipping  
vahn with the life grai to heal some HP's in the battle. equipping war  
soul let's you counter him with a 50-50 rate before he attacks you but  
eventually, you'll counter it. with defender chain, you'll ba able to  
avoid some of his combos hehehehehehehe ccooollll right. well, this is  
an easy battle for you because of the equipments :)  

after the battle with tetsu, he'll give you a METTLE GEM for beating his  
butt out heheheheehehheh :). 

Lapis: 60,500 HP (WWWWWOOOWWW a lot of HP for an optional boss ehh!) 
Location: Mount Dhini(after the soren events, return here) 

-Your level must be level 55 but level 45-48 is enough to survive this  



boss.

EQUIPMENT BEFOR ENTERING BATTLE: 
-3 LOST GRAILS 
-3 DEFENDER CHAINS  
-1 WAR SOUL (for gala) 
-2 SPEED RING (for vahn and noa) 

-for me equipped my characters with: 
--3 DEFENDER CHAINS 
--3 LOST GRAILS 
--3 WAR SOULS  

=i used this equipments and it gave me a 50-50 chance in winning but hey  
it's just my luck and i beat him heheheheheheh. 

This is bad coz if you enter the fight you'll be automatically ambushed  
and lapis will use an attack called LAPIS WAVE that drains all you MP to  
0 and that's a major problem. In this fight you have a 50-50 chance to  
survive his combos coz it deals a whoooping 3,000 plus damage but you'll  
be able to survive with the help of the DEFENDER CHAIN it has the  
possibility to miss some combos of lapis. So equip the speed ring to  
vahn and noa to increase their speed a little and the war soul to gala.  
Lapis always attack first and he'll dish out combos that automatically  
kill one of your party member but with the lost grails heheheeheheh  
they'll be given a second life heheheeheh just give it all you've got-- 
HYPER ARTS and MIRACLE ARTS just attack him and of course heal but  
that's the problem coz u have a 0 MP and you can't use ORB or SPOON  
serus to heal your party so use all your healing items that heals your  
party like HEALING BERRIES. 

Unfortunately, you must take 5-10 or more tries to beat him and it takes  
a lot of luck to beat this crap but i know if you tried hard enough,  
you'll beat him :). 

after beating lapis it'll give you the EVIL MEDALLION, an item that  
allows your character that has been equiped to attack enemies with  
learned art moves 0-15 times in a row heheheheheeh cool item huh! but  
sad to say :( you can't control the character who's equiped with it :(  
or should i say it'll put that character into BERSERKER STATUS but it's  
ok coz hel dish out enormous damage heheheheehehheh :). 

--So you've beaten all the Boss and these optional bossess again  
CONGRATULATIONS!! you've done a great job hehehehehehehehh :)-- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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